Emily used 12 buckets of water to water her lima beans and 31 buckets of water to water her strawberries. How many buckets of water did Emily use?
Emily collected 43 buckets of rain water to use for watering her garden. If she used 12 buckets to water her lima beans, how many buckets does she have left to water the rest of her gardens?
Yesterday, Emily used 12 buckets of water to water her lima beans and 9 buckets to water her strawberries. Today she will use 21 buckets to water her watermelons. How many buckets will she use in all to water her gardens?
Emily collected 43 buckets of rain water to use for watering her gardens. If she used 12 buckets to water her lima beans and 9 buckets to water her strawberries, how many buckets does she have left to water the rest of her gardens?
Emily collected 43 buckets of rain water to use for watering her gardens. How many buckets did Emily use to water her radishes if she used 13 buckets to water her lettuce and 27 buckets to water her corn?
Emily collected 43 buckets of rain water to use for watering her gardens. She watered three gardens. If she has 7 buckets that were not used, how many buckets could she have used on each of the gardens she watered?